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Even though Mo Junchen was causing trouble, Old Madam Liu and Wu Shi did not speak out to stop him. 

Instead, they all looked like they were watching a show. 

 

 

Old Madam Liu indulged and doted on Mo Junchen, while Wu Shi and Niu Shi were gloating over his 

misfortune. In any case, Mo Junchen and Yun Chujiu were both from the second branch, so they 

naturally did not want the second branch to have internal strife! 

 

 

Mo Junchen flipped over the table and was very pleased with himself. Just as he was about to mock Yun 

chujiu a few more times, Yun Chujiu suddenly stretched out her hand and slapped Mo Junchen twice! 

 

 

Mo Junchen was stunned by the slap. He had never been hit before in his entire life, not to mention 

getting slapped twice! 

 

 

Yun Chujiu took advantage of his stunned moment and directly restrained his spiritual power. She also 

secretly poked Mo Junchen’s acupoints. 

 

 

Yun chujiu pointed at his nose and scolded, “You Idiot!”! Little Master? Whose Little Master are you? 

Don’t tell me you still want to be grandfather’s brother? ! You Didn’t say anything ? Then it’s a tacit 

agreement ? I’ll teach you a good lesson today, you disobedient and Unfilial Bastard!” 

 

 



Yun chujiu raised her hand and gave Mo Junchen another two big slaps. “Our Mo family is a sensible and 

sensible family. How could there be a bastard like you who disobeys his elders and disrespects his elder 

sister? ! Tell me, are you wrong?” 

 

 

Mo Junchen’s spiritual power was restricted and he could not move or speak. His eyes were red with 

anxiety and he could not help but blame old madam Liu for not saving him. 

 

 

Of course, old madam Liu would not sit idly by. The main reason was that Yun Chujiu’s attack was too 

sudden. She did not even have time to react. At this moment, she saw that her precious grandson’s face 

was swollen, she immediately flew into a rage. “B * Tch! Stop!” 

 

 

At the same time, the old woman beside old madam Liu suddenly leaped forward and slapped Yun 

chujiu. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu’s eyes darkened. She grabbed Mo Junchen and blocked in front of her. 

 

 

The old woman had no choice but to forcefully withdraw her hand. She took a few steps back before she 

stood still. It could be seen that she had used all her strength just now. If Yun chujiu could not avoid it, 

she would definitely be severely injured. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

Yun chujiu pointed at the old woman. “You old B * Tch! Did you have any part in the master’s actions? 

What does it have to do with you that I am teaching my younger brother a lesson as an elder sister? ! 



What you owe your son makes you look old ? ! Besides, didn’t you see that my younger brother Jun 

Chen did not say a word? He has already realized his mistake! Get lost!” 

 

 

Old Madam Liu was so angry that she almost fainted. Of course, she could tell that Yun Chujiu was 

referring to the mulberry tree and scolding the locust tree. It was really the opposite! 

 

 

Wu Shi and Liu Shi were dumbstruck. was this Mo Fangcao’s brain lacking a string? She actually 

disobeyed old madam Liu so much. wasn’t she looking for trouble? Damn it! I told you to send us rotten 

cabbages and punish you severely! 

 

 

Old Madam Liu took a deep breath and softened her tone. “Junchen, come to grandmother!” 

 

 

Old Madam Liu naturally did this because she wanted Mo Junchen to go over and then get someone to 

teach Yun chujiu a lesson so that she wouldn’t be too cautious. 

 

 

Unexpectedly, Mo Junchen didn’t move at all. He didn’t even say a word, yun Chujiu said with a smile, 

“Grandmother, Junchen has already realized his mistakes, so he’s prepared to let me teach him the 

principles of being a person again. So you can just watch.” 

 

 

After Yun Chujiu finished speaking.., she pointed at Mo Junchen and scolded, “You Little Bastard! Do you 

know that you are the shame of our Mo Family? ! You are only at the third level of the spiritual 

venerable realm at the age of thirteen, and you have the nerve to call me a waste? ! Are you trying to 

say that I’m only at the second level of the spiritual venerable realm and not worthy to talk about you? 



 

 

“HMPH, you have to know that the spiritual Qi in the Tian Yuan continent where I am located is 

extremely thin. My second level of the spiritual venerable realm is even more precious than the ninth 

level of the spiritual venerable realm in your immortal Yuan continent! 

 

 

“Moreover, what is there to be proud of? “Without the Mo family and grandmother’s love, What Are 

You? “You are nothing!” 


